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Mr. Masataka Fujita, Secretary General of ASEAN-Japan Center, 

Distinguished guests, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Mingalarpar, Konichiwa! 

1. It is my great pleasure to welcome all of you at this special event 

of Myanmar Business Forum .  

2. First of all, please allow me to express my sincere appreciation 

to Mr. Masataka Fujita, Secretary General of ASEAN-Japan 

Center and Staffs for your  hospitality and kind cooperation.  

3. I would also like to thank U Aung Ko Win, Patron of the Union 

of Myanmar Chamber of Commerce and Industry (UMFCCI), 

and U Khin Maung Aye, Chairman of Myanmar Investors 

Development Association (MIDA) for your kindly  efforts  and 

support  in this forum. 

4. For Myanmar Embassy, we always support the investors who 

want to invest in Myanmar and we are willing to cooperate with 

the investors to visit and see in Myanmar for observing the 

current situation and looking for the business opportunities.  We 
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also share the economic policy and knowledge for doing 

business in Myanmar. 

5. If you wish for investment in Myanmar, you have 3 options, 

they are 100% your own investment, public private partnership, 

and Joint Venture (JV) with local partners.   

6. Joint Venture is a good option for Japanese investor to do 

business in Myanmar because the business can starts more 

quickly , efficiently , and a few amount of investment as  well. 

7. In this regard, we strongly believe that this forum will be 

support to form Joint Venture between Japanese and Myanmar 

companies for future business cooperation. 

8. This is a good time to do business in Myanmar, because, 

nowadays, we boast the new rule and new incentive 

opportunities to Business in Myanmar.  

9. On the other hand due to strong relationship and close friend 

with Myanmar and Japan, it is not only Government to 

Government relationship  but also People to people relationship,  

10. We haven’t seen this kind of relationship with other countries, 

we have only strong relationship between Japan. Therefore, this 

relationship will lead to mutual benefits in both countries. 

11. Taking this opportunity, I would like to brief the measures 

account of Myanmar to create a more attractive investor-
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friendly-environment. Myanmar has made concerted efforts for 

the private sector development and the emergence of the 

investor-friendly business environment. 

12. One of the most significant exertions is the formulation of 

Economic Policy on 29th July 2016, which aims to achieve 

balanced development across the states and regions, create 

opportunities for the new generations and to establish an 

economic system for the positive development of the country. 

13. The next effort is the formulation of Investment Policy that was 

published on 16th November 2016. According to this 

investment policy, the responsible and mutually beneficial 

foreign investments are welcomed.   

14. The third and the most important one is the promulgation of the 

New Myanmar Investment Law that was enacted on 18th 

October 2016. The rules and regulations was published in April 

2017.  We would like to say that Myanmar investment 

environment reaches guaranteed position for the investors. 

15. As private sector plays a significant role in economic 

development of Myanmar, Vice President meets with UMFCCI 

every month and discuss for the private sector development.  

16. On the other hand, the Government of Myanmar has been in a 

closer and more-friendly relation with the Government of Japan 
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based on the historic friendship and people to people relations 

which can raise as a higher plane.  

17. Furthermore, Thilawa SEZ is one of the symbol of Japan-

Myanmar Economic Cooperation which is the first operation of 

Special Economic Zone in Myanmar and it supports the 

economic development of our country.   

18. In this regard, the economic relationship between two countries 

will be more stronger in the future. 

19. Myanmar economic development is still facing many challenges, 

however; these challenges will be transformed as the investment 

opportunities. I strongly believe that today business matching 

can help the challenges transform into the investment 

opportunities . 

20. Therefore, I would like to encourage Japanese investors that this 

is the right time to invest in Myanmar and it will be beneficial 

for both parties. 

21. In this forum, Myanmar companies in various sectors are here 

today and it is a great chance for Japanese companies to discuss 

with them for your business in Myanmar. 

22. I do believe that this forum will be a very fruitful and encourage 

our friends from Japan to do business in Myanmar. Before 

conclude my remark, I would like to encourage all of you to 
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build the trust each other, to find the ways for cooperation,  and 

to make a strong communication in this forum. 

23. In conclusion, I would like to express my appreciation to all of 

you for your kindly participations. We can say with confidence 

that both of us will obtain the benefits, achievement and 

progress for our future development by this kind of private 

sector cooperation.   

24. Thank you very much.  Doomoarigato  gosaiimasu.  


